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MAINS FED WATER COOLERS
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Mains fed water coolers, (often referred to as ‘point of use’ water coolers) are an excellent fixed-cost solution to meet your hydration needs. Our high-quality water cooler units are connected directly to the mains water supply, offering a quick and convenient solution for instant access to chilled and filtered water in any workplace.
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Select Plus mains fed dispenser
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 Features	High volume model with sleek design
	Large dispense height for filling sports bottles
	Chilled and ambient model OR Chilled only model



  MORE INFO 
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Select Plus mains fed dispenser
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 Features	High volume model with sleek design
	Large dispense height for filling sports bottles
	Chilled and ambient model OR Chilled only model
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Elite UVC mains fed dispenser
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 Features	UVC LED Filtrations
	Prestigious point-of-use cooler of sturdy construction
	Auto-lit dispensing area of generous dimensions
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Elite UVC mains fed dispenser
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 Features	UVC LED Filtrations
	Prestigious point-of-use cooler of sturdy construction
	Auto-lit dispensing area of generous dimensions
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Classic Pro UVC main fed dispenser
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 Features	Elegant design & sturdily built
	Large alcove for refilling sports bottles & carafes
	Constant output of chilled sparkling water
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Classic Pro UVC main fed dispenser
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 Features	Elegant design & sturdily built
	Large alcove for refilling sports bottles & carafes
	Constant output of chilled sparkling water
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Select Mains Cooler
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 Features	Modern & stylish design
	Easy maintenance
	Suitable for all environments
	Chilled & ambient water dispenser
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 [image: ]We deliver to ALL LOCATIONS NATIONWIDE
*Free delivery subject to location and availability


 [image: Thumbs up for total reliability]TOTAL RELIABILITY
Customer satisfaction is our no1 priority and has been since 1999.


 [image: price tag]NO NONSENSE PRICING
Fully inclusive rental packages or outright purchases with no hidden fees.


 [image: van driving for fast delivery]rapid delivery and installation
With a nationwide team of engineers we offer fast, efficient delivery and support.


 [image: eco friendly to the planet]Sustainability commitment
Reducing our carbon emissions each year whilst helping reduce single use plastic waste that negatively impacts our environment.




Cost savings with mains fed hire
Using a plumbed-in water dispenser can provide substantial cost saving and convenience benefits. Not only does it eliminate the need for delivery of bottles, but there are also no additional costs such as storage space or stock monitoring. Additionally, since you don’t have to manually replace the bottles, it is much easier to manage your water supply.
 Get a FREE quote
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Aquacool Guarantee:
 [image: ]Fully inclusive packages – no environmental fee or other hidden charges


 [image: ]Sanitisation & regular maintenance – to ensure the highest standards of hygiene for your machine


 [image: ]Next day delivery – with depo’s nationwide we’ll be with you in no time
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WHAT TO CONSIDER WHEN BUYING A MAINS FED COOLER
	
Investing in a mains fed cooler can be tricky – there are so many different models and types of equipment to choose from. When choosing the right one for your needs, there are some important factors to consider. 
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Price
The price tag on a mains fed cooler may vary from model to model. Be sure to check with your provider that the price you are given does not include any hidden extras. At Aquacool, the price you see is the price you get!
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Efficiency 
Different coolers come with different energy-saving features. Look for models that a
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Maintenance
Mains fed coolers do need to be regularly cleaned and serviced to not only ensure the water you are drinking is the purest possible, but also to increase the lifespan of the machine and your investment. At Aquacool, we proactively schedule all service and maintenance callouts so that’s one less thing for you to worry about.





  
  



Unlimited filtered water
For the purest drinking water available we’d recommend selecting a mains fed water cooler with an on-board filter. Aquacool’s advanced carbon filters turn mains water into pure, fresh, drinking water, free from chlorine and potentially harmful contaminants. Plus, including a filter with your water machine, you’ll also get extra mileage from your mains fed system, saving money in the long run. 
 
Find out whether rental vs purchase is a better option for your needs.
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FAQs
  What are the benefits of a mains fed water cooler compared to traditional water dispensers?      
There are many benefits to using a mains fed water cooler, some of which include:
	Cost savings – mains fed water coolers eliminate the need of purchasing regular, large bottles of water that can be difficult to store. 
	Healthier drinking water – mains-fed water coolers draw from a dedicated source of running tap water, which is rigorously tested for quality and therefore ensures a constant supply of safe and healthy drinking water.
	Less environmental impact – mains fed systems reduce reliance on single-use plastic bottles, reducing waste and helping us protect our planet.




  Is a mains-fed water cooler more expensive?      
Mains fed water coolers can be a great investment that offer long term cost savings and convenience benefits. Plus, there is added savings by not having to replenish water bottles on a regular basis. We have a range of mains fed water coolers to rent from as little as £5.99 per week, with delivery, installation and maintenance included. Call our friendly sales team now on 08006 345678 to talk to us about your needs.



  What are the different types of mains-fed water coolers available?      
There are several different types of mains-fed water coolers available depending on your needs. For example, contactless systems make it easy to access the water without having to touch any buttons or surfaces. You can also find systems that offer extra protection through UVC LED filtration, ensuring cleaner and safer drinking water.



  How often do the filters need to be changed on a mains fed water cooler?      
It is recommended to replace main fed filters every 6 months and as such, we will proactively arrange a convenient time to visit you ahead of this to ensure that your cooler continues to offer the purest filtered water available.



  Are mains fed water coolers more environmentally friendly?      
Yes, mains fed water coolers are more environmentally friendly than traditional bottled water dispensers. They eliminate the need for delivery of bulky, heavy bottles and they require no additional costs such as storage space or stock monitoring. They also help reduce plastic waste since there is no need to replace bottles manually. Overall, a mains fed water cooler can be a great investment that offers both cost savings and environmental benefits




GET YOUR FREE NO-OBLIGATION QUOTE
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 We will be in touch straight away
Locations
NORTHERN OFFICE
 0800 634 5678

MIDLANDS OFFICE
 0800 634 5678

YORKSHIRE OFFICE
 0800 634 5678

LONDON OFFICE
 0800 587 8068

SOUTHERN OFFICE
 0800 587 8068


sales@aquacool.co.uk
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